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The June issue of Iberian Lawyer is now available for free download

In the latest issue of the magazine Iberian
Lawyer provides its annual top Spanish law
firms revenue ranking focusing on the most
relevant operations -including some LatAm
desks- and the final assessment made by
their leadership.

This edition also features a view from several Spanish and Portuguese law firms, showing how they
are approaching this new reality, the beginning of a new era of “back to normal.”

In our in-house section, we interviewed Victoria Fernández, Janssen´s head of legal in Iberia, to know
more about her work at a Pharma like this at this critical moment while Janssen works against the
clock to find the desired vaccine to combat coronavirus.

Other features include:

.- Four of counsel from different law firms tell us about their experience and the legal intelligence



they provide being the firms´ right hand lawyers.
.- A look at the new post-COVID-19 lawyer and an interview with Andrés Ruiz Pérez, a young and
unstoppable lawyer
.- An interview with Iván Delgado, Pérez-Llorca´s resident partner in NYC, starting our new section
“Partners Abroad”
.- An interview with Larissa de Araujo, global legal counsel at Glovo, the lead on-demand courier
service
.- An analysis of the right to digital disconnection, by partner Rosa Zarza, from Garrigues
.- Our Private Equity sections: how is the pandemic affecting family investments in Spain and the
outlook of PE in Portugal, with Claudio Doria, founder of Doria Tölle & Asociados and José Costa
Pinto, founding and co-managing partner at Costa Pinto Advogados
.- External contributions from Women in a Legal World and Association of Corporate Counsel, and
expert opinions.
The magazine is now available in English and Spanish.

To download your free copy (issue number 95) click here.
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